A PLACE TO LEARN, SHARE,
Symetris Table System

Symetris Nesting Table

Symetris Active Learning Table
SHARE  Reconfigure for a big presentation or a small meeting
RELAX  the perfect place to meet and re-charge

Lucky Chairs

Table Bases are available in a variety of standard and custom heights.

7700 Table Base

800 Table Base

400 Series Base, FLX Power Management

Power is mounted in the middle of the table, allowing column to act as a vertical wire manager.

2400 Table Base
DISCOVER play and learn with your kids

Primaries Chairs and Table – thonet.com

T3304 Hex Pillows – thonet.com

T3315 – thonet.com

T3303 – thonet.com

MOSS | Nook Kids – thonet.com

Pod Chair – thonet.com
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